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Hakima and Hadi Board Books
9 Books, Ages 1-5
Join Hakima and Hadi as they embark on adventures 
to explore the world, learn about Islam, discover Allah, 
go to the mosque for special events, learn how to 
pray, and more! This series follows a Muslim family of 
four learning about their faith and traditions through 
fun adventures. This series is geared toward toddlers 
and early education children.

My Allah Series
10 Books, Ages 3+
In this series, children learn about the oneness, 
love, omnipresence, and more about Allah (God). 
The goal of this series is to help children form a 
positive relationship with God and a foundational 
understanding of the Islamic faith, leaving them 
wanting to know more about Allah!

Animals in the Quran
10 Books, Ages 6+
These books highlight different animals mentioned 
in the Qurʾān (the Islamic Holy Book) through fun 
stories that teach important lessons on how we 
should live our lives and trust in God!

KISA KIDS

The Heavenly Children
14 Books, Ages 7+
This collection shares moral stories from the 
childhood of fourteen important historical figures 
in Shīʿah Islam. It offers the everyday moralism
and heroism of children, encouraging them to 
adopt a moral and ethical way of life, even from a 
young age!

Blessed Names
14 Books, Ages 7+
This collection shares capitaviting stories of fourteen 
important figures in the history of Shīʿah Islam and dives 
into how and why each of those figures received their 
respective names and titles.

The Guiding Light
8 Books, Ages 8+
This series focuses on ethical behavior encouraged 
within the Qurʾān and from the family of the Prophet
Muhammad. The goal of this series is to help children 
learn that Islam is a comprehensive religion that 
shows us how to behave in all different areas of 
our lives including in relation to family, nutrition, 
cleanliness, friendship, and hospitality.

Tales of the Last Messenger
1 Book, Ages 10+
This best-seller is a collection of over 65 short stories 
from the life of Muhammad, the final Prophet of Islam. 
Each story contains discussion points with an important 
takeaway message regarding ethical behavior. The 
goal of this book is for children to learn about the 
importance and methods of developing and displaying 
how to display good character after reading about the
personality of the Prophet Muhammad.

Animals Pray, Too!
Ages 0-4
Have you ever wondered what a horse is saying when it 
neighs? Or how about a lion when it roars? The Qurʾān 
tells us that “Everything in the Heavens and the earth 
glorifies Allah!” (62:1) Drawing inspiration from this 
verse, Animals Pray, Too! is a series of 6 board books 
about different animals, and how even they pray to 
Allah when they speak! Each book features a fun and 
exciting animal puppet, perfect for toddlers!
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The Great Prophets & Ahl al-Kisa Series
9 Books, Ages 1-5
This heartwarming series of 9 board books features endearing 
stories about our greatest role models! Toddlers will love 
gazing at the vibrant illustrations as they are introduced to 
amazing individuals who existed throughout history. 

Little Leaders from Heaven
1 Book, Ages 7+
Little Leaders From Heaven takes you back to the childhood days 
of the beloved Shīʿah leaders, Imām Ḥasan (ʿa) and Imām Ḥusayn 
(ʿa) through five engaging stories that will capture your heart and 
teach you important moral and ethical lessons.

The Name Chronicles
1 Books, Ages 9+
Kisa Kids’ first graphic novel that reveals the origin stories behind 
the names and titles of the 14 Ma’soomeen, the highly revered 
leaders of Shīʿah Islam.

KISA KIDS

Hamza and Aliya Share a surprise!
Ages 5+
Hamza and Aliya join Baba on a trip to the grocery 
store. Each one of them has their own wishlist. Hamza 
wants to get something colorful. Aliya wants to get 
something sweet. And Baba wants to get something 
healthy. It’s tricky settling on just one thing, but 
Hamza and Aliya have a plan!

Rahmah the Raindrop
Ages 5+
This is a story about the adventures of Rahmah, a 
raindrop who is swept away by the wind as she is falling 
into the ocean. Now, Rahmah needs to find her way back 
to the ocean! Along the way, she meets a little seed, a 
rose bush, and a bird. They all need Rahmah’s help! Will 
Rahmah be able to help them and find her way to the 
ocean?

The Light Within
Did you know that inside you is a bright light you were 
born with? This light needs to be taken care of so it can 
shine as bright as the stars in the sky. Find out how to 
keep yourself shining, and remember, everyone has this 
special light within them, just like you!

Hamza and Aliya Share the Ramadan Cheer
Ages 5+
The month of Ramadan is coming! Hamza and Aliya are 
excited to decorate their home, make new resolutions and 
bake scrumptious, nutritious recipes with their Mama and 
Baba. Join Hamza and Aliya as they share the Ramadan 
Cheer with their family, neighbors, and community!

The Immaculate 14 - Imam Jafar as-Sadiq (ʿa)
Over 1000 years ago, in the city of Medina, an immaculate man was 
born. He brought knowledge to every aspect of society. His name 
was Jaʿfar aṣ-Ṣādiq (ʿa).

In this book, we will follow Imām aṣ-Ṣādiq (ʿa) from his birth to his 
martyrdom, learning about his most inspiring achievements and 
hearing stories from everyday people who had the great blessing 
to meet him. We’ll see examples of his immaculate character, 
including his patience, compassion, and wisdom.
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Hayaa’s Tasbih 
by Iman Doroudi
Hayaa has a beautiful tasbīḥ made from the dust of 
Karbalāʾ that she loves to take everywhere with her!

She uses it everyday and in many different ways. Find 
out why Hayaa’s tasbīḥ is so special and why she loves 
it so much!

Mina from the Land of Poems
Join Mina and her family as they migrate to the United States 
and navigate living in a new country, with a different language 
and culture, all while maintaining their own values of faith, 
family, and love.

Hayaa’s Chador 
by Iman Doroudi
Hayaa is a young girl who receives a precious gift on 
her first ziyarah trip: her very own chador. Join Hayaa on 
her experiences as she comes to treasure this chador, 
and with it, gain an understanding and underlying 
appreciation for modesty.

Hayaa’s Turbah 
by Iman Doroudi
Hayaa’s has a piece of earth more blessed than any 
other. She takes it with her wherever she goes, even to 
playground. Find out why it is so unique and important 
to Hayaa.

KISA KIDS

Does He Remember Me?
What would you do if you saw an ant walk toward the 
ocean, enter the mouth of a frog, and disappear into 
the deep blue water—only to come back out a few 
minutes later?! A strange sight indeed!

My First 110 Qurʾānic Words
With fun pictures and common words from the Qurʾān, 
My 110 First Qurʾānic Words will inshaAllah help your 
little one start a lifelong journey of connecting with 
the Qurʾān.

Friends of the Faithful
This book is a compilation of short stories from over 20 such 
lucky individuals who were blessed to be the true friends and 
companions of the Ahl al-Bayt (ʿa). Through their stories, we get 
to read their thoughts, live through their experiences, and catch 
a glimpse of what it means to be a friend of the faithful ones. 
May we one day also be true friends of our Imām (ʿaj), inshāʾAllāh!

150 Life Lessons
Based on the narrations (hadith) discussed in the classes of 
Morals and Ethics (Akhlāq) led by Āyatullāh Nāṣir Makārim Shīrāzī 
and later compiled, this book contains a brief synopsis of 150 
Noble Narrations - rich with life lessons and morals, from Prophet 
Muḥammad (ṣ) and his Ahl al-Bayt (ʿa) - the Holy Household. The 
narrations have been accompanied by visual illustrations and 
modern day examples to help better understand their meanings, 
and allow us to incorporate them into our daily lives.

Prophet Sulayman (ʿa) sees exactly this as he is sitting by the seaside. Being a Prophet 
who can speak to all creatures, he decides to investigate!



GAMES

The 12 Imāms Memory Matching Game
The 12 Imāms Memory Matching Game 
helps our children learn the names and 
titles of their role models, the pristine 
Imāms! 

The game package includes 28 matching 
cards (one for each of the Maʿṣūmīn) 
and a 20”x30” colorful vinyl poster 
with symbols to represent each of our 
Infallibles! 

Kisa Keywords
Kisa Keywords is a fun and exciting game, 
intended to teach children some of the 
words in the Qurʾān along with their meaning, 
transliteration, and location in the Qurʾān. 
This game approaches the Qurʾān in a fun, 
interactive way, and the child can connect 
with it and familiarize themselves with many 
Qurʾān words. Start with words, spark their 
curiosity, learn more, and then inshāʾAllāh, 
they will inculcate these words into their 
lives.

GAMES

Tambua
Tambua is a fun and interactive Islamic 
word guessing game with varying levels of 
difficulty to accommodate all ages. Help your 
team guess the word on your card WITHOUT 
using the related words for points to win!

Let’s Visit Najaf! 100 Piece Puzzle
The 100-piece puzzle of the city of Amir 
ul-Muminin and his holy shrine is a 
classic-shaped puzzle that will delight 
and entertain all ages. This is a two-in-
one game where you can put together 
the 100-piece puzzle, then, try and find 
the objects hidden well within the puzzle 
scene! The 100-piece puzzle is a great 
way to develop problem-solving and fine 
motor skills. Your kids can learn all about 
Imām Ali and his shrine, prophet Adam 
and Prophet Nuh (Peace and blessings 
upon them and our beloved prophet and 
his progeny), and more with this highly 
illustrated puzzle.

Let’s Visit Jamkaran! 100 Piece Puzzle
Welcome to Majid Jamkarān, one of Qum’s 
unique landmarks, is attributed to Imām 
al-Mahdī (‘aj). Millions of believers around 
the world come to this mosque to worship 
Allah and pray for the hastening of the 
reappearance of His awaiter savior (‘aj), 
especially on Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday 
nights.



ISLAMIC CURRICULUM

Pre-K to Grade 6 | Teacher’s Guide
In an effort to make Islamic educational resources accessible 
to all, we are pleased to provide these resources for free. 
We rely on the support of our generous donors to continue 
creating project booklets, pamphlets, and other resources 
for free download. Help us continue with these efforts by 
joining this generous group of donors and partake in the 
thawaab of all these projects! 

Pre-K to Grade 12 | Student’s Guide
Steps to Perfection is an Islamic curriculum designed 
under the guidance of Moulana Nabi Raza Abidi. The most 
recent revision (August 2020) includes a fun and exciting 
layout, graphics, and stories. Furthermore, the curriculum 
entails guides for teachers, interactive activities, and 
age-appropriate language, which makes learning Islam 
fun and easy! Student workbooks are also now available!
* Grade 10 - 12 is Pilot

Kindergarten to Grade 8 | Qurʾan Curriculum
The Qurʾān Reading curriculum is designed to help 
students improve their recitation and tajwīd skills, as 
well as help them develop a relationship with the Qurʾān 
through the following units:

- Qurʾān Reading
- Tajwīd
- Living with the Qurʾān
- Duʿās
- Short Aḥādīth
- Ṣalāh Pronunciation

ISLAMIC CURRICULUM

Verses of Light Set
Verses of Light is a Qurʾān memorization 
curriculum based on selected āyāt of the 
Qurʾān that highlight important akhlāqi 
lessons. The curriculum contains a selection of 
48 āyāt on topics such as respecting parents, 
interacting with fellow Muslims, rushing to do 
good deeds, and more! The curriculum features 
a detailed, step-by-step teacher’s guide that 
includes hand gestures, stories, activities, and 

Qurʾan Appreciation | Student & Teacher’s Guide
Qurʾān Appreciation is a set of five booklets 
which comprises of lessons that help you 
explore āyāts, their vocabulary, explanations, 
application of the verse(s), different duʿās in 
Qurʾān, āyāts related to Ahl al-Bayt (ʿa) in  Qurʾān, 
and 14 āyāts of Sūrah al-Furqān that describe 13 
qualities of the true servants of ar-Rahman (the 
All-Compassionate).

discussion questions through which parents and teachers can teach these āyāt in a fun 
and interactive manner. Each āyāt also has a video that features hand gestures to help 
children understand the meanings of the āyāt. The goal is to have children memorize 
these 48 āyāt, while at the same time internalize the important lessons transmitted 
through the āyāt.

Pre-K Cue Cards
This is a set of two types of cue cards that introduce 
important bathroom and eating manners to young 
children and accompany the Pre-K curriculum.
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A Beginner’s Guide to Salah
A Beginner’s Guide to Ṣalāh is an instruction manual that aims 
to introduce and teach the basic steps of the daily prayer to 
new and young Muslims. In addition to the significance of 
the Ṣalāh, this pamphlet features step-by-step instructions 
on how to perform the prayer, with transliterated Arabic 
and translations. This is the perfect guide for those who are 
just learning how to perform Ṣalāh or wish to improve their 
understanding of this daily Islamic ritual!

Tell Me About: Sins & Repentance
Tell Me About... Sins and Repentance is the first in a series of 
books designed to enhance the knowledge and curiosity of 
the reader in accordance with a tradition of the Qurʾān, the 
noble Prophet (ṣ), and his immaculate Ahl al-Bayt (ʿa): asking 
questions and pondering upon the answers.

This book contains frequently asked questions about sins and 
how to repent - questions that have been asked repeatedly 
over the course of time. The answers have been meticulously 
curated from various sources, scholars, and many different 
books. We pray you find it to be an uplifting and inspiring 
read.

An Illustrated Ziyarah Guide to Iraq
One of the most recommended acts in Islam is performing 
pilgrimage to the shrines of the 14 Ma’soomeen, the most 
important figures in Shīʿah Islam. The purpose of ziyarah 
(pilgrimage) is to visit and form a connection with these holy 
personalities. The Illustrated Ziyarah Guide to Iraq seeks to 
fulfill this need by trying to provide every visitor with a 
detailed guide to maximize their pilgrimage experience.

An Illustrated Ziyarah Guide to I’ran
The purpose of ziyārah (pilgrimage) is to visit and form a 
connection with the holy personalities and places you are 
visiting.The Illustrated Ziyarah Guide to Iran seeks to fulfill this 
need by trying to provide every zāʾirr with a copy in hand to 
maximize their ziyarah experience.

The guide features:
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
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Indepth informations for ziyārah to the holy places of Qum 
and Mashhad
400+ full-color pages
Descriptive images and maps
Historical information and facts
Biographies of holy personalities
Step-by-step ziyārah etiquette
Line-by-line ziyārah/duʿās with simple, accurate English 
translations

Tell Me About: Ramaḍān
This book is a comprehensive look at the month of Ramaḍān, 
and contains thought-provoking questions which delve into 
the history of this sacred month, the philosophy of fasting, 
the powerful spiritual and physical impacts of this month, its 
special relationship to the Qurʾān, some rules of Jurisprudence 
pertaining to it, and much more. Readers are also provided 
with a brief look at some of the important personalities which 
are relevant to the month of Ramaḍān, as well as the Battle 
of Badr and crucial lessons that can be learnt from this event.

The Clear Guidance
A Fusion of Multiple Commentaries of the Noble 
Qurʾān alongside Contemporary Research and 
Analysis.


